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Maryland’s non-legal-tender paper money emissions between 1765 and 1775 are reconstructed to determine the quantities outstanding and their redemption dates, providing a substantial correction to the literature. Over 80 percent of this paper money’s current market value was expected real asset present value and under 20 percent was liquidity premium. It was primarily a real barter asset and not a fiat currency. The liquidity premium was positively related to the amount of paper money per capita in circulation. This paper money traded below face value only due to time-discounting and not depreciation. Past scholars have simply confused time-discounting with depreciation.

In 1764, the British Parliament passed a currency act (4 Geo III c. 34) that prohibited the colonies south of New England from making new paper money emissions a legal tender, or from ex post facto extending the circulation time of pre-1764 legal tender paper money emissions (Ernst 1973, pp. 43-173; Greene and Jellison 1961; Labaree 1966, v. 9, pp. 131-53). Colonial legislatures, governors, and subjects thought making their paper money a legal tender was necessary to maintaining its circulation and upholding its value as a medium of exchange. Without a legal tender clause, paper money regimes were thought to be unsustainable and prone to rampant depreciation. Parliament’s passage of the 1764 Currency Act was one of the major grievances the colonists had with the Crown leading up to the Revolution.

Before the passage of the 1764 Currency Act, all the colonies south of New England had emitted paper money in the form of bills of credit. These bills were structured as zero-coupon bonds with defined redemption dates and legal tender authority within the issuing jurisdiction (Grubb 2012a). The colonies were uncertain if this type of paper money could succeed as a medium of exchange and function as a substitute for real money (gold and silver coins) within
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their jurisdictions without being a legal tender. This uncertainty arose because large emissions of
non-legal-tender paper money had never been tried in these colonies before.

The colonies lobbied against the passage of the 1764 Currency Act and, once passed,
worked to repeal it. In the meantime, they hesitated to authorize new paper money emissions
without legal tender status. The letters between the agents for several colonies to the British court
and their respective colonial legislatures illustrate this concern and hesitation (*Archives of
Maryland* v. 61, pp. c-ci; Behrens 1923, pp. 46-9; Ernst 1973, pp. 43-173; Greene and Jellison
legislature finally decided in 1767 to make a trial emission of non-legal-tender paper money,
Benjamin Franklin commented, “I am glad you made a Trial of paper Money without a *legal
Tender*. The Quantity being small, perhaps may be kept up in full Credit notwithstanding...”

Between 1764 and the Revolution, Delaware and New Jersey emitted no new paper
money, though not for lack of trying. New Jersey had two paper money acts disallowed by the
Crown in these years (Grubb 2013). After 1764, New York did not emit new paper money until
1771, Virginia not until 1769, and North Carolina not until 1768. The other colonies south of
New England did not emit new paper money until 1767. Only Georgia showed no hesitation,

How did these non-legal-tender paper money emissions fare? Did the bills of credit that
comprised these emissions function as “money,” providing transacting services for executing
local trades beyond that of the next best barter alternative? If yes, then to what degree did they
serve this function? Did this paper money depreciate? Clearly, the 1764 Currency Act did not
prevent the colonies from emitting paper money, as is often erroneously stated in the literature. But how these non-legal-tender paper money regimes were designed to work and how they performed in the decade before the Revolution has not been well studied.

The paper money emissions of colonial Maryland between 1765 and 1775 are used to answer the above questions. A model that decomposes the current market exchange value of this paper money into its expected real asset present value and its liquidity premium is presented and applied to the Maryland data. The model requires both an accurate measure of the amount of paper money outstanding each year, as well as a clearly identified redemption (maturity) date for each bill issued. Given that the current data on colonial money regimes do not provide this necessary level of accuracy and clarity, new data for Maryland is developed here first.

Colonial Maryland was chosen for this study for several reasons. First, Maryland had just redeemed and removed all its prior emissions of legal-tender paper money from circulation in 1764-65. These prior emissions and their 1764-65 removal date had been established in 1733, long before the passage of the 1764 Currency Act (Behrens 1923, pp. 12-45; Brock 1975, pp. 99-106; Smith 1985, pp. 1,199-1,208). As such, the 1764 Currency Act likely caught Maryland off-guard in terms of maintaining a flow of paper money circulating in their economy. The analysis of Maryland’s post-1764 non-legal-tender paper money regime, therefore, is untainted by the continued circulation of pre-1764 paper money that was still considered a legal tender (Greene and Jellison 1961, p. 489; Grubb 2012a). By contrast, New Jersey kept a substantial amount of pre-1764 legal-tender paper money in circulation through 1775 (Grubb 2013, 2014). This historical accident allows the analysis of Maryland to isolate the new non-legal-tender paper money emissions from the old legal-tender paper money, and so uniquely measure the performance of the non-legal-tender paper money.
Second, Maryland had established and maintained a track record of redeeming its paper money in specie (gold and silver coins or real money) at face value on time as legislatively promised. The relatively large emission in 1733 had been redeemed as promised: one-third in 1748 and two-thirds in 1764-65 (Behrens 1923, pp. 12-45; Brock 1975, pp. 99-106; Smith 1985, pp. 1,199-1,208). As such, subjects should attach no default risk to Maryland bills of credits. This condition is important because in the model and analysis that follows, risk discounts cannot be independently measured. Minimizing the effect of risk discounts enhances the confidence in the empirical results flowing from the model.

The study will proceed by first providing the political background to Maryland’s monetary problems in 1764. This background is followed by a political, legal, and execution analysis of each non-legal-tender paper money emission made by the Maryland legislature. This section establishes the amounts of paper money outstanding, their respective redemption dates, and the evolution in administrative mechanics of how paper money emissions were designed and executed. That section is followed by the development of a model to assess the performance of these paper money emissions, along with construction of the specialty data needed to make the model operational. The last two sections use this model to evaluate the market value of this paper money in terms of its expected real asset present value and its liquidity premium, as well as evaluate the determinants of that liquidity premium and the rate of depreciation. A conclusion finishes the paper.

The “Want of Paper Currency”: Maryland’s Decision to Challenge the 1764 Currency Act

The summer of 1764 was not an easy one for Governor Horatio Sharpe of Maryland. After making plans to redeem the last of the paper money the colony had emitted in 1733 from circulation as legislatively scheduled, Sharpe knew that the supply of Maryland paper money
was about to vanish. In a letter to Cecilius Calvert (Lord Baltimore, the proprietor of the colony), Sharpe wrote in frustration, “I am inclined to think that the Trade of these Colonies must flag much from the Want of paper Currency” (*Archives of Maryland*, v. 14, p. 174). While good governance indicated that the colony should emit new paper money, there was an unexpected hurdle to clear, namely the recently passed 1764 Currency Act.

Maryland’s charter gave Lord Baltimore, not the Crown, sole responsibility for reviewing acts of Maryland’s provincial legislature. To prevent the Crown from having reason to change this situation, the proprietor had given his governors standing orders to pass no paper money acts without his approval. He was not going to openly defy the 1764 Currency Act. Upon the advice of Governor Sharpe, however, Lord Baltimore found no fault with the non-legal-tender paper money acts proposed by the Maryland legislature. He allowed all such post-1764 acts to stand. Before 1770, the acts were not even provided to the Board of Trade, where the acts were seen as the best of their kind and an example for the rest of colonies to follow (Ernst 1973, p. 164).

After 1764, until the matter of emitting new paper money was resolved, Maryland subjects were left with just two options in terms of money: hard or real money, traditionally specie in the form of gold and silver coins; and bills of credit left over from the 1733 emission (*Archives of Maryland*, v. 14, p. 170). These bills, in the amount of £41,295 Maryland pounds, 11 shillings, 4 pence were expected to circulate until they were all redeemed “next Sept. to be paid off by sale of Bank Stock” (*Archives of Maryland*, v. 14, pp. 141, 170). This money was not enough to support the internal trade of the colony. In the words of Cecilius Calvert, the 1764 Currency Act’s legal tender provision “must a[n]nihilate the valuable consequence of all such Paper Curren[c]y” (*Archives of Maryland*, v. 14, p. 141). With this knowledge, the leaders of Maryland began to work on a paper money act that would fall within the new legal restrictions.
In a letter to Calvert in December 1765, Governor Sharpe relayed initial plans for a new emission of paper currency that was purposely designed to circumvent the 1764 Currency Act. The Maryland legislature was comprised of an Upper and Lower House, similar to the House of Lords and House of Commons of the British Parliament. Approval of both Maryland’s legislative Houses was required to pass paper money acts. In this period, the two Houses appear to have never disagreed over the necessity of emitting new paper money, but they stridently disagreed over the administrative mechanics of proposed paper money acts, so much so that final approval of these acts was often delayed for several years (Ernst 1973, pp. 153-68).

Both Houses agreed that Maryland should emit the same kind of bills of credit they had emitted pre-1764, but with the explicit restriction that these bills were not a legal tender (Archives of Maryland, v. 14, p. 252). The pre-1764 bills of credit were designed as zero-coupon bonds. The holders were able to redeem the bonds for a bill of exchange drawn on Maryland’s account in London, composed of stock in the Bank of England, for a set amount of real money at a designated redemption or maturity date. As such, after 1764 the Maryland legislature would still be, in effect, emitting tradable bonds in the form of bills of credit. The legislature was simply hoping these bonds might function as a “money” even without official legal-tender designation.

Maryland had accumulated a sizable debt paying for its role in the Seven Years War. Maryland and Georgia were the only two North American colonies who received no Parliamentary reimbursements to help offset their contributions to that war effort (Greene 1980, p. 98). As such, part of the pressing need for a new paper money emission came from the legislature’s intention to pay off these debts in paper money. At the end of 1765, Maryland’s
current war debt totaled nearly $135,000 ($ = Spanish silver dollars). The legislature thought that if they required these new bills that would be used to pay off Maryland’s creditors to stay in circulation for 10 years after their emission, the bills might function as a medium of exchange within the colony in those years. The emission would kill two birds with one stone, namely pay off the war debt and create an internal medium of exchange. At the end of 10 years, the bills would be redeemed by selling bank stock in the Bank of England held by Maryland’s government in London, as had been done to redeem the 1733 paper money emission in 1748 and 1764-65 (Archives of Maryland, v. 14, p. 251).

With agreement over this initial plan, it was up to the Maryland legislature to build the administrative model for how such an emission would proceed. Before contacting Sharpe about their plan, the legislature decided that the proper amount of money for emission was $135,000, namely the exact amount of Maryland’s war debt. These new bills, unlike Maryland’s previous bills, would be denominated in Spanish silver dollars, to signify that they were designed to pay off the war debt, and not necessarily intended to be a new form of money in violation of the 1764 Currency Act. These new bills of credit were to be exchanged at redemption at the rate of four shillings and six pence sterling per Spanish silver dollar ($4.4444 = 1£s)—meaning that the emission would have to be backed by at least 30,375£s (£s = pounds sterling) worth of cash and bank stock held in London when the bills were to be redeemed 10 years later (Archives of Maryland, v. 59, p. 183).

While the initial plan looked promising, legislators were uncertain over how much value the bank stock in the sinking fund would bring in over 10 years through accumulated dividends. The market value of the bank stock at the point of redemption, as well as the accumulated interest the stock generated, was crucial for the implementation of the plan, as the stock served as
a sinking fund backing the redemption of the bills. They estimated what the sinking fund would be at redemption, assuming that the sinking fund of Bank of England stocks paid an “Annual Dividend of 5 p’cent...” (Archives of Maryland, v. 59, p. 184).

At the end of 1765, Maryland had 36,000£s ($160,000) remaining in the sinking fund, and in various accounts, after redeeming all the remaining pre-1764 bills. Even with no tax revenue added to the fund, as was done yearly from 1734 through 1764, the yearly dividend of 5 percent added back into the fund would make the fund grow to 50,400£s ($224,000) at simple, interest, and to 61,572£s ($274,000) at compound interest, by 1777. Thus, by the redemption (maturity) date of the bills, 10 years from 1767, there would be more money in the sinking fund than was needed to execute redemption at face value of the amount being considered for emission in 1765 (Archives of Maryland, v. 14, pp. 254-5, 390; v. 59, 183-4; v. 61, p. ci).

The initial plan would leave 31,197£s ($138,652) of bank stock remaining in Maryland’s possession after the $135,000 bills of credit were redeemed. As such, the legislature could increase the size of its paper money emission beyond what was needed to pay off Maryland’s war debt. Not surprisingly, over the course of the late 1765 session, the amount of money proposed to be emitted expanded to $140,000 (Archives of Maryland, v. 59, pp. 191-3).

The work to emit these first non-legal-tender bills was far from over. There were two matters that delayed passage. The salary for the Clerk of his Lordship’s Council of State caused the first part of the delay. The legislative Houses debated how to set extra money aside until it was decided whether or not this clerk would be paid, i.e. whether his pay was the responsibility
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2 The sinking fund was created by the 1733 paper money act. It was filled by imposing a 15d sterling tax on each hogshead of tobacco exported from Maryland and then investing that revenue in stock in the Bank of England. The tax monies going into the fund were to span the 1733 paper money emission, namely from 1734 to 1764. Over this period the fund accumulated more value than what was needed to redeem the 1733 emission in 1748 and 1764-65 as legislated in the 1733 Act. On 24 December 1765, Governor Sharpe stated that 25,000£s remained in the account in London after redemption of the last the 1733 bills, and that an 11,000£s surplus in Maryland was being sent to add to that account, making for a total of 36,000£s available in the sinking fund in 1766 (Archives of Maryland, v. 14, pp. 254-5; Behrens 1923, pp. 12-45; Brock 1975, pp. 99-106; Price 1977; Smith 1985, pp. 1,199-1,208).
of Maryland or the proprietor, Lord Baltimore. The Lower House wanted to take care of the matter on their own, holding the new paper money for this clerk’s salary and paying him if the necessity arose. Not surprisingly, the Upper House was not fond of the idea, and suggested that equal parts of this clerk’s salary be paid to both the Upper and Lower House, and if the money was not paid to this clerk, the two Houses would obtain an equal share of the surplus (Archives of Maryland, v. 61, pp. 108, 215).

The second point that delayed passage was the potential for a surplus as a result of selling the bank stock. At present, the new paper money act did not provide any guidance for who would be in charge of spending the potential surplus arising from the sale of bank stock at redemption. The Upper House insisted that the surplus, if one were to arise, was to be apportioned in an equitable way, while the Lower House thought other uses might be more important. These disagreements between the two Houses were thrown back and forth for two years, while both Houses remained “sensibly affected with the distressed Circumstances of the Province, and the extream Necessity of many of the Creditors of the Public, occasioned, in great Measure, by the want of a Circulating Medium of Commerce, and by the Non-payment of the Public Debt” (Archives of Maryland, v. 61, pp. 105, 129).

The Political Economy and Quantitative Reconstruction of the Paper Money Emissions

a. The First Non-Legal-Tender Emission (1767): Political Economy Analysis

On 6 December 1766, the two-year struggle to issue new paper money in Maryland was concluded with the passage of an act titled, “An Act for the payment of the Publick Claims for emitting Bills of Credit and for Other Purposes therein mentioned” (Archives of Maryland, v. 61, p. 132; Behrens 1923, pp. 47-53). This act is referred to here as the 1767 Act. It constituted a compromise between the two Houses in the interest of emitting the much needed paper money.
The 1767 Act emitted $173,733, a sign that the legislators not only hoped to pay the creditors with this emission, but also intended to issue plenty of extra currency.

The bills, instead of being denominated in pound-style units of account as were earlier Maryland paper monies and most other colonial paper monies, were denominated in Spanish silver dollar units of account. The largest was an $8 bill, and the smallest was a $1/9 bill. These 1767 bills of credit would be redeemed at face value for bills of exchange after 10 years. The bills of exchange were “payable in London at the rate of Four shillings and six pence [sterling] per [Spanish silver] Dollar” (Archives of Maryland, v. 61, pp. 264-6; Newman 2008). By 1777, after redemption, the sinking fund was still expected to have 22,560£s ($100,267) at compound interest in the account, absent any other withdrawals.3

Two commissioners and one clerk were appointed to carry out the emission of the bills of credit, with the commissioners explicitly authorized to pay back Maryland’s creditors. In the 1767 Act, salaries of $250 per commissioner and $200 for the clerk in bills of credit were to be set aside as part of the emission. The commissioners earned a higher salary because they were also responsible for attending the printing presses, to ensure it was done according to standards. The printer was paid $800 in bills of credit. The act prescribed “Death as a Felon or Felons without Benefit of Clergy” for those who counterfeited the new Maryland bills (Archives of Maryland, v. 61, pp. 266-9, 272). This was the typical penalty imposed by most colonies for counterfeiting (Newman 2008, Scott 1957).

The 1767 Act paid considerable attention to the elements on which the two Houses initially disagreed, particularly on the matter of the handling the salary of the Clerk of his Lordship’s Council of State. It was decided that $1,703.10 for this clerk’s overdue pay, and
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3 Ernst (1973, p. 165) erroneously states that these bills would be redeemed in 1771, rather than in 1777.
$85.20 for general purposes, in bills of credit, would be paid to the Treasurer’s Commission, an independent third party. This clerk’s wages would be “put out at interest” until it was decided whether this clerk would be paid by Maryland. The dispute over who was responsible for this clerk’s salary had been sent to the Crown for arbitration. To resolve the other point of discord, namely the disposition of any potential surplus from the sale of bank stock at redemption, the 1767 Act provided that the interest and profit from the bank stock, as well as all “penalties and Forfeitures” were to be “applyed and Disposed of as the General Assembly shall direct and appoint” (Archives of Maryland, v. 61, pp. c, 271, 275).

Three important aspects of the paper money act received little to no debate, namely how long the bills of credit would stay in circulation before being redeemed for bills of exchange, how the redemption process would function, and whether yearly interest would be paid on the bills of credit. The bills were to stay in circulation for 10 years from their emission date, with a redemption window that spanned a year and a half thereafter. From 25 June 1777 to 25 December 1778, holders of bills of credit could return the bills to the commissioners and receive bills of exchange. These bills of exchange were payable in London at the rate of four shillings and six pence pounds sterling per Spanish silver dollar redeemed. They entitled the holder to receive the stated amount from the trustees of Maryland’s sinking fund in London via the trustee’s selling Maryland’s holdings of Bank of England bank stock (Archives of Maryland, v. 61, pp. 273-4).

As the redemption window opened, the trustees would begin selling the Bank of England bank stock in their possession for “the best price that can be had for the same thereby to raise Monies for the payment of the said Bills of Exchange” (Archives of Maryland, v. 61, p. 274). With this money, the holders of the bills of exchange would be paid back. The bills of credit so
redeemed for bills of exchange would be counted and burned by the commissioners. In the interim between emission and redemption, Maryland’s bills of credit paid no interest. As such, they functioned as zero-coupon bonds, with maturity dates for redemption at face value, but with no coupon value in the interim. This zero-coupon feature would be true of all three non-legal-tender emissions between 1767 and 1774.4

On 9 June 1767, Governor Sharpe wrote (Archives of Maryland v. 14, p. 390),

Would our Assembly lay a small Duty on Tobacco exported & on all Rum to be hereafter imported for the purpose of making an Annual Addition to our Bank Stock It would I apprehend be greatly for the Interest & prosperity of the Province & vastly encourage & increase our Trade to add £30,000 to our late Emission but I do not know that any such Intention is entertained, nor should I choose to go a Step farther without having previously obtained His Ldp’s Assent.

As far as can be determined, the legislature never added any tax revenue to the sinking fund after 1765. They counted only on the dividends earned by the fund for its growth over time.

Finally, the 1767 Act closed with an important line that ensured the bills would be able to skirt the rules of the 1764 Currency Act, namely “Provided always and it is the True intent and meaning of this Act that nothing herein contained shall Extend or be Construed or taken to make any Tender... lawfull Except such Contracts as shall or may be made expressly” (Archives of Maryland, v. 61, p. 275). This phrase delineates the necessary rule that unless there was a stated contract for delivery of bills of credit, they were not intended to be used as legal tender for payment or as a legal remedy in cases involving restitution for the non-payment of debts.

By intentionally defining the bills as not being a legal tender, the Maryland government had confined the circulation of these bills to a secondary market where they were traded purely as bonds, but hopefully a secondary market that was liquid enough that the bonds would trade
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4 Greene and Jellison (1961, pp. 493, 505) erroneously claim that Maryland’s post-1764 bills of credit paid annual interest. The sinking fund of bank stock used to redeem the bills of credit accumulated interest (dividends), but not the bills of credit themselves. These authors simply confused the two.
with enough frequency that they might be considered as money-like instruments. The Maryland
government had, through careful wording, developed a substitute non-legal-tender paper money
system that was virtually identical in structure to their pre-1764 legal-tender paper money
system. They hoped this new paper money would put an end to their woes and alleviate the
“distressed Circumstances of the Province” (Archives of Maryland, v. 61, p. 105).

b. The First Non-Legal-Tender Emission (1767): Quantitative Analysis

How closely did the actual emission schedule match the Act’s intent? Table 1 answers
this question by showing the planned emission schedule and the actual execution of emissions.
The planned emission in the 1767 Act was rather straightforward, namely $173,733 was to be
emitted in 1767, with that amount staying outstanding through 1775. The legislature’s Journals
of Accounts, however, tell a different story (Behrens 1923, p. 52).

The payments due to public creditors was stated to be about $135,000 in December of
1765, yet the payment made in bills by the end of 1767 was $152,979. The difference is
consistent with the government making an added payment of accrued interest, at 6 percent, on its
unpaid debts over this two year period. In 1767, given that creditors more-or-less had to agree to
take these bills at their face value in specie as payment for the specie debts owed them, and given
that these bills were not redeemable in specie at their face value for 11 years, indicates that
creditors may have taken a considerable “haircut” (loss of value) on their loans to the
government. No alternative payment scheme was on the horizon, meaning that if creditors did
not take this deal they might never receive anything (Archives of Maryland, v. 14, p. 251; v. 61,
pp. 264-9).

At a 6 percent discount rate, if creditors treated the bills as bonds and held them to
redemption to recover the specie owed them, they lost about 50 percent of their initial value, in
Table 1. Planned and Actual Emissions under the 1767 Paper Money Act, 1767-1775

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Emissions to Public Creditor Planned</th>
<th>Actual</th>
<th>Unapplied Planned</th>
<th>Actual</th>
<th>Salaries and Clerk’s Pay Put Out on Interest (Planned = Actual)</th>
<th>1767 Bills Outstanding Planned</th>
<th>1767 Bills Outstanding Actual</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1767</td>
<td>$170,444.70</td>
<td>$152,978.70</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$17,466.00</td>
<td>$3,288.30</td>
<td>$173,733.00</td>
<td>$156,267.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1768</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>173,733.00</td>
<td>156,267.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1769</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>18,930.39</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>173,733.00</td>
<td>154,802.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1770</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3,412.01</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15,518.38</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>173,733.00</td>
<td>158,214.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1771</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>18,930.39</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>173,733.00</td>
<td>154,802.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1772</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15,518.38</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>173,733.00</td>
<td>158,214.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1773</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1,879.40</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>13,638.98</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>173,733.00</td>
<td>160,094.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1774</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>13,638.98</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>173,733.00</td>
<td>160,094.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1775</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>13,638.98</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>173,733.00</td>
<td>160,094.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: See the text.

Notes: Dashes indicate missing data. The clerk’s pay that was put out on interest was $1,788.30, and was for the Clerk of his Lordship’s Council of State. Salaries, totaling $1,500, were to pay the printer, clerk, and commissioner who processed and administered the 1767 paper money act.

present value terms. If the goal of the 1764 Currency Act was to prevent this type of government debt reduction via paying current specie debts with bills of credit, it failed here. The scheme went unrecognized for what it was. No protests to this scheme were recorded. This lack of recognition appears to come from both creditors and the government hoping that the bills would acquire extra value as a preferred medium of exchange, beyond their bond value, and so mitigate or even eliminate any possible haircut imposed on public creditors. This expectation or belief may explain the apparent acquiescence in this scheme by all parties.5

The amount of bills printed and designated to cover public debts, $170,445, was greater than what was needed to do so. In setting the bills to be emitted at an amount in excess of that due immediately to creditors, the Maryland government ran the risk of not emitting all of the bills authorized if other expenses were not incurred. While records for the 1767 legislative

5 Some war debts appear to have been initially contracted in tobacco and old paper money units of account, rather than directly in specie (Archives of Maryland, v. 61, pp. 264-5). Whether original debt pricing compensated for an expected repayment haircut, or whether contracts in non-specie units of account gave creditors little standing for redress when repaid in bills of credit, is unclear. Either possibility would mitigate the haircut implied here.
sessions were not officially kept, it appears that as of 5 March 1767 the amount of bills left unissued was $17,466 (Archives of Maryland, v. 61, p. ci). These additional bills were to be held in the iron chest in the loan office, and each subsequent Journal of Accounts issued by the loan office shows how much of the original emission was left unapplied in the chest.

By 1769, the amount left unapplied had increased to $18,930.39. This increase was likely caused by the repayment of debts owed Maryland in the form of the bills of credit, lowering the amount of bills left outstanding. The amount of the 1767 emission left unapplied fell over time, first to $15,518.38 in 1770, and then to $13,638.98 in 1773 (Archives of Maryland, v. 62, pp. 32, 107; v. 64, p. 50). For the amount of bills in the iron chest to decrease, these bills must have been emitted via payments for government expenses and so were outstanding at the time the Journal of Accounts was prepared, see Table 1.

With regard to the two specifically denoted outlays in the 1767 Act—the overdue salary for the Clerk of his Lordship’s Council of State and the salaries of the printer, clerk, and commissioners managing the paper money emission—no mention is made in future Journals of Accounts of these payments being made. As such, it is reasonable to assume that the legal recommendations for payments were followed in the first year.

With these calculations in mind, Table 1 shows how the 1767 emission actually proceeded, and provides an important corrective to past estimates. Data for Maryland’s paper money outstanding presented in the Historical Statistics of the U.S. reports that the full $173,700 was emitted in 1767 (Carter 2006, v. 5, p. 693; Ernst 1973, p. 369; Price 1977, p. 8). While this was the original intent of the law, the historical record shows that the reality of the emission deviated significantly from the plan. For the government of Maryland, this would not be the last time they would deviate from the original emission plan legislated.
c. The Second Non-Legal-Tender Emission (1770): Political Economy Analysis

The legislative process for the second emission of Maryland’s non-legal-tender paper money was more streamlined, rapid, and less contentious than for the first emission. On 28 November 1769, the Lower House “resolved itself into a Committee of the whole House to take into Consideration the Expediency and the Ways and Means of issuing Bills of Credit, for the Improvement of the Province, and the Advancement of the Trade thereof.” Within a day, the Lower House resolved not only that a second emission was wise, but also determined that they should increase the emission size to $300,000, almost twice the size of the first emission (Archives of Maryland, v. 62, pp. 53-4; Behrens 1923, pp. 53-4; Ernst 1973, pp. 167-8).

Whether it was the first emission’s effectiveness in promoting internal trade, or the fact that disagreements over the administrative details of paper money acts had been resolved in the writing of the 1767 Act, passage of this second act occurred with minimal debate. In little over two weeks, the Lower House developed the act for administering the new emission. It passed both the Lower and Upper Houses by 16 December 1769. It was titled “An Act for emitting Bills of Credit and other Purposes therein mentioned” (Archives of Maryland, v. 62, p. 151). It is referred to here as the 1770 Act. Despite the lack of debate over its administrative details, the 1770 Act included major technical changes compared with its 1767 predecessor.

The 1770 Act differed from the 1767 Act in that more bills were printed under the 1770 Act than were to be emitted. Only $300,000 were to be signed and numbered by the commissioners, yet the 1770 Act instructed that $318,000 worth of bills were to be printed. Printing $18,000 spare bills is explained by the Houses’ concern over how to deal with torn and defaced bills. These spare bills were intentionally set aside to exchange for those that had been damaged and could no longer continue in circulation. This action ensured that the currency
outstanding would remain at the levels intended (*Archives of Maryland*, v. 62, pp. 133, 137, 142; Behrens 1923, p. 53). As long as the commissioners followed through in their duty to burn the damaged bills, the amount intended to be outstanding from this second emission, i.e. $300,000, would be unchanged by this additional reserve of $18,000 printed bills.

The 1770 Act also differed in the mode of emission. In the 1767 Act, bills were emitted primarily through the payment of Maryland’s war debts. While Maryland accumulated some debts between 1767 and 1770, they were not enough to serve as a basis for emission. With no central bank structure, Maryland would have to create its own special purpose “bank” to begin circulating the 1770 bills. The bank structure described in the 1770 Act is that of a land bank.

To take out a loan of bills, a person had to own property in Maryland. For the first six months of the emission (in 1770), each property holder could only borrow between $100 and $1,000. Each borrower was required to give a bond, on which they would pay 4 percent interest each year. At the beginning of the final year of the emission (1781), the principal payments on the bonds were to be “called in” by the Maryland government, and no more 1770 bills were to be loaned out (*Archives of Maryland*, v. 62, pp. 138-9, 143).

After the first six months of the emission, there was no upper limit on the sum that could be lent to one individual property holder, but there were other restrictions. Any loans exceeding $3,000 required that the borrower enter into a separate bond with one of the commissioners for each increment of $3,000 borrowed. In addition, these borrowers had to have “one or more Sureties who at the Time thereof shall not be bound as Sureties in the said Office for any Sums to the amount in the whole of more than Four Thousand Dollars” (*Archives of Maryland*, v. 62, p. 139). By insisting that the borrowers had other financial backers who also had to own property in the colony, the Maryland government reduced the default risk on the loans to near zero.
The borrowers, and their sureties, on all loans had to continue to own property in Maryland throughout the life of the bond, as the bonds themselves constituted a lien on the property. This property needed to be worth double the value of the amount which was to be lent to the borrower. Leaving the colony or failing to make an interest payment meant the borrower and their sureties would be subject to seizure of goods and lands to pay their debt to the Maryland government (Archives of Maryland, v. 62, p. 140).

The legislature had set up a system in which their risk of losing money on these paper money loans was nearly nonexistent, which allowed them to offer the below-market interest rate of 4 percent on the loans. This below-market rate incentivized subjects to borrow all the bills available. The loan portion of the paper money act appears to have always been fully subscribed.

The third difference between the 1767 and 1770 Acts involved how any surplus money made from the 1770 Act was handled. In the 1767 Act, the debate over how to handle any surpluses in the sinking fund at redemption was settled with the resolution that any surplus money was to be applied by the general assembly as a whole. With the land bank structure as set up in the 1770 Act, surpluses were not only possible, but were now a sure outcome given that yearly interest had to be paid by paper money borrowers. As such, when developing the 1770 Act, the legislature felt it prudent to have an explicit plan for how to handle the interest income. The 1770 Act required the annual interest paid on the loans, as well as any principal payments made, to be loaned out again, if there were willing borrowers (Archives of Maryland, v. 62, pp. 142, 147). This action would maintain the amount of paper money outstanding at its initial level.

This procedure of relending annual interest payments, and relending any principal payments, not only maintained all the 1770 bills in circulation, but expanded the loan principal beyond the initial $300,000 lent. This expansion meant that at the end of the loan period, when
the principal of all loans under the 1770 Act were called in, there would be more loan principal and interest due at redemption than there were 1770 bills currently outstanding. Not only would the redemption process redeem (and so cancel) all the bills of the 1770 emission, but it would generate excess specie income. Borrowers who could not pay off their principal and interest at the redemption date in bills had to pay in specie at the bill’s face value equivalent. No money from the sinking fund would be required to redeem the 1770 bills.

Finally, a major change in the 1770 Act compared with the 1767 Act was the introduction of variable contingency expenses. In the 1767 Act, all expenses to be paid in bills of credit, such as clerk and commissioner salaries, were pre-designated to be paid by the treasurer. While the clerk and commissioners who managed the paper money emission were to be paid again in bills of credit in the 1770 Act, new potential expenses were included in the “Purposes therein mentioned” for the 1770 emission (Archives of Maryland, v. 62, pp. 136-7). These contingency expenses were primarily for repairing the Stadt [State] House in Annapolis. They were only to be paid in newly printed bills if taxes to pay the expenses were deficient.

The Stadt House had decayed over the years and required maintenance work. After much debate, the Maryland government agreed to cover the repairs through tax revenue and bills of credit. If tax revenues fell short, the Maryland government would use up to a maximum of 7,500£, or $33,333.33 of newly printed bills from the 1770 Act’s contingency fund to cover this expense (Archives of Maryland, v. 62, pp. 149-50). These bills would be diverted from the pool of loanable bills available in the land-bank loan office, thus reducing the amount of bills out on loan. However, any paper money extracted through taxes, as the result of this spending, would remain in circulation and so maintain the initial levels of paper money outstanding.

Aside from these additional features, the legal framework and administrative mechanics
of the 1770 Act remained the same as in the 1767 Act. The bills were printed according to the same standards; commissioners and a clerk were hired to oversee the emission and redemption of the bills, and the bills were again designated to not be a legal tender. However, as a result of switching to the land bank method of emission, the redemption process became more complex.

In the last year (1781) of the 12 years spanned by the 1770 emission (1770-1782), no more bills of this emission would be lent out. In the first six months of this final year, from 10 April 1781 to 10 October 1781, all of the loans the colony made in 1770 bills were to be called in, and debtors were required to make their principal payments. After this six month window, the colonists had six months, until 10 April 1782, to redeem any 1770 bills of credit still in their possession for bills of exchange which functioned just as they had under the 1767 Act, namely for claims on the specie monies in the sinking fund (Archives of Maryland, v. 62, p. 143).

This last feature of the 1770 Act is important to the administration and mechanics of the paper money system. At redemption in 1781, when all the loans made in 1770 bills would be called in and thus cancelled, it was possible that there would not be enough 1770 bills to pay all the loan principal and interest owed from the borrowings of these bills. The relending of annual interest payments built into the structure of the 1770 Act created this outcome. As such, some borrowers would have to pay off their loans in specie at the equivalence printed on the face of the bills (Newman 2008, pp. 171-3). As such, the redemption process could potentially cancel all the 1770 bills outstanding, and leave none in anyone’s possession to be redeemed by swapping them for bills of exchange, that would draw specie money from the sinking fund.

However, at redemption it is unlikely that the distribution of 1770 bills in the economy would be perfectly aligned with the distribution of borrowers who had to pay off their loans and final interest payments in these bills. If redemption was stipulated to be only in these bills, not
only was that not possible as the total loan principal exceed the amount of bills outstanding at the date of redemption, but that stipulation would require subjects who owed loan principal payments to scramble at the redemption date to acquire bills from subjects who did not owe loan principal payments. This imbalance of bills across subjects at the date of redemption between those possessing bills and those owing bills created the potential for hold-ups and extortion of one subject against another. By allowing subjects to pay off their paper money loans and final interest payments in specie equivalents, the Maryland legislature not only anchored the value of the paper money to this specie equivalence at the date of redemption, but removed the hold-up problem caused by the likely imbalance of bills across subjects at the date of redemption. While not making the bills a legal tender, the legislature had, in effect, created the same value anchor, namely a fixed exchange rate between bills and specie at the date of redemption that had served as the value anchor of bills in the pre-1764 era of legal-tender paper money.

Finally, by allowing subjects to pay off their loans in specie equivalents, the actual redemption process might not cancel all the 1770 bills outstanding at the date of redemption. If subjects who were borrowers did not possess bills and subjects who were not borrowers possessed bills, then the redemption process might be largely in specie leaving a lot of 1770 bills still outstanding. In this case, the legislature had solved the problem by basically making bills and specie fungible at the date of redemption. If specie was used to pay off the loans of 1770 bills, then the specie received could be channeled into the sinking fund. It would be enough to cover the redemption of outstanding 1770 bills in the hands of non-borrowers when they were required to trade them for bills of exchange that drew specie money from the sinking fund.

The land-bank relending structure of the 1770 Act meant that the 1770 bills would, in effect, redeem themselves with no additional net claim on the sinking fund. Therefore, not only
did the legislature not have to add any new tax revenues to the sinking fund, but they could withdraw funds from the sinking fund that were judged to be in excess of what was needed to redeem the 1767 bills. The legislature estimated that only 24,000£s would be needed in the sinking fund, starting in 1766, to fully redeem the bills of the 1767 emission at their 1777-1778 redemption date. With dividends accumulating at 5 percent, at compound interest, 24,000£s ($106,666) in 1766 would grow to 41,048£s ($182,434) by 1777, more than enough to redeem all $173,733 paper bills authorized by the 1767 Act. Given this, and the fact that in 1766 the sinking fund had 36,000£s currently in it, the legislature at the end of 1769 ordered the immediate sale of 10,000£s of bank stock for the use of the province (Archives of Maryland, v. 14, pp. 251, 390; v. 59, 183-4; v. 61, p. ci; v. 62, p. 145; Behrens 1923, p. 53). With the 1770 Act passed, the duty lay in the hands of the commissioners and the clerk to follow the new procedures for emission.

d. The Second Non-Legal-Tender Emission (1770): Quantitative Analysis

For the commissioners, the second non-legal-tender emission was more intricate than the first and, thus, more demanding to execute. The initial emission of $300,000 was followed by a recirculation of any bills used to pay interest and principal on the loans or to pay any debts previously owed to the colony. To make matters more difficult, nothing in the 1770 Act said that these debts had to be paid in the same 1770 bills of credit—meaning that the debts and fees could be paid in 1767 bills of credit or in specie.

For the purposes of analyzing the 1770 Act, it is assumed that the interest was paid in 1770 bills, which were then immediately loaned out again. This process led to an accumulation of interest and an expansion in the total loan principal outstanding, but no change in the amount of 1770 bills outstanding. The salaries that the clerk and commissioners were supposed to receive were also not specify to necessarily be paid in 1770 bills. Based on the way the 1770 Act
was written, it is assumed that the clerk and commissioners were paid in leftover unapplied 1767 bills, see Table 1. The Stadt House expenses are assumed to be completely covered by tax revenue, given no evidence to the contrary. Table 2 shows the ideal and actual circulation and recirculation process for the first five years of the 1770 emission.

This simplified execution process does not appear to deviate from the end results of what actually occurred. As of 30 October 1770, the Journal of Accounts noted that, “the Commissioners... pursuant to the directions of the Act of Assembly, Emited 300,000 Dollars in Bills of Credit.” The debts owed by a few colonists that were called in were paid in pounds sterling, making them irrelevant to the recirculation of bills. Finally, as expected, the $18,000 worth of extra money printed was officially set aside “to be Signed, and Delivered in Exchange for Torn and Defaced Bills” (Archives of Maryland, v. 62, pp. 196-7).

The 1773 Journal of Accounts makes no mention of using bills of credit to pay for the repairs on the Stadt House. Tax revenues, therefore, must have been sufficient to cover this expense. As such, while at first it appeared that the commissioners faced a more difficult task dealing with the demands of the new 1770 emission, the only functionally new segment they had to deal with, besides re-loaning any interest and principal payments received in 1770 bills, was the exchange of torn and defaced bills for those spare bills held in the iron chest. Over the first three years of the 1770 emission, the commissioners exchanged $10,094.28 bills for these spare bills, burning the defaced bills so exchanged (Archives of Maryland, v. 64, pp. 50-3). Given that the actions taken in 1774 were the same as in 1773, the actual emission procedure for the 1770 emission appears to be as initially planned and shown in Table 2.

Just as with the 1767 emission, the 1770 emission schedule for the amount of bills outstanding shown in Table 2 does not match the current historical record as provided in the.
Table 2. Planned and Actual Emissions under the 1770 Paper Money Act, 1770-1775

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Total Loans Outstanding (Initial Plus Re-issued)</th>
<th>Payments of Interest on Loans (Re-loaned by Government and so Put Back in Circulation)</th>
<th>1770 Bills Outstanding</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1770</td>
<td>$300,000.00</td>
<td>$12,000.00</td>
<td>$300,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1771</td>
<td>312,000.00</td>
<td>12,480.00</td>
<td>300,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1772</td>
<td>312,480.00</td>
<td>12,979.20</td>
<td>300,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1773</td>
<td>312,979.20</td>
<td>13,498.37</td>
<td>300,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1774</td>
<td>313,498.37</td>
<td>14,038.30</td>
<td>300,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1775</td>
<td>314,038.30</td>
<td>14,599.83</td>
<td>300,000.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: See the text.

*Historical Statistics of the U.S.*, which reports the full amount printed, $318,000, as the actual amount emitted. This estimate overlooked that $18,000 of the bills printed were exclusively to be used as a reserve for exchanging bills that were too torn or defaced to continue in circulation. They were not a net addition to the amount outstanding (Carter 2006, v. 5, p. 693; Price 1977, p. 8). Behrens (1923, p. 53); Ernst (1973, p. 369); and Greene and Jellison (1961, p. 494) report the correct initial authorized total ($300,000), but do not report the amounts outstanding over time.

e. The Third Non-Legal-Tender Emission (1774): Political Economy Analysis

Having passed two acts to emit bills of credit, the Maryland legislature appeared satisfied with the performance of their dollar-denominated, non-legal-tender paper currency. While the bills were not a legal tender, they appear to have filled the void left by the redemption of the 1733 legal-tender paper money. Governor Sharpe concluded as early as 1767 that,

If the Ministry have no Objections to the [paper money] Plan Maryland has adopted We shall be very indifferent whether the Parliament takes off or continues the Restraint laid on the Colonies by the Law [the 1764 Currency Act]...indeed I think it is for our interest it should continue in force since our Mercantile People have now money for the purposes of Trade while those in the neighbouring Colonies are stinted as it were for Want of a Circulating Medium... (*Archives of Maryland*, v. 14, pp. 390-1).

By November 1771, the legislature was eager to initiate a third emission, having already
drafted a new act. While this act passed the Upper House, with a few amendments, the law’s development came to a halt over the matter of a certain cash outlay. The third emission, like the 1770 emission, included contingency expenses that could be paid out of the interest income arising from the loans of the paper money. One of these expenses was $42,666.67 for “the purpose of Establishing a Seminary of Learning in this Province.” This expense was equal to the first four years of interest income from loaning out the paper money proposed in the act. The Lower House refused to strike the portions of the act related to the seminary’s establishment and the use of the interest income for its support. The Upper House, in turn, refused to approve the act as it meant they would have no say in the application of this interest income (Archives of Maryland, v. 63, pp. 28, 35, 169). As the 1771 legislative session drew to a close, the two Houses only agreed that more bills should be emitted. This was not enough to pass the act.

The matter of emitting more bills was brought up again in 1773. On the second attempt, the process of passing the new act, titled “An Act for Emitting Bills of Credit and applying part thereof,” proved more expedient than the first attempt. On 16 December 1773, the act was presented to the Lower House and passed, and by the 21st, the act had passed both Houses (Archives of Maryland, v. 64, pp. 69, 257). With persistence, the Lower House claimed their victory and their right to apply the first four years of the interest income from loaning out this new paper money toward funding the seminary of learning for which they fought in 1771. This third emission of non-legal-tender paper money is referred to here as the 1774 Act.

In many respects, the 1774 Act was similar to its predecessor. As always, the bills of credit were not made a legal tender, and the administration of the emission was to be managed by a clerk and two commissioners. The bills were planned to be emitted through the same land bank method as the 1770 Act, at the same 4 percent rate of interest. The requirement and procedures
for loaning out the paper money were the same as in the 1770 Act. Many of the expected non-loan payments in this emission’s bills worked in the same fashion as for the previous emission. The administrating printer, commissioners, and clerk earned salaries for their work that were to be paid in the new bills (Archives of Maryland, v. 64, pp. 242, 244-8, 251-2). Three elements of the 1774 Act, however, made it unique.

The first unique element was how the printed bills were segmented between uses. In the 1770 Act, a set quantity of bills were to be initially emitted, while a small amount of them were held to the side to be exchanged for torn or defaced bills. The segmentation in the 1774 Act was more complex. The $480,000 authorized was split three ways, with $266,666.67 printed to be loaned out through the traditional land-bank method, $80,000 kept in reserve for a number of contingency expenses, and $133,333.33 held in reserve for the sole purpose of exchanging torn or defaced bills (Archives of Maryland, v. 64, p. 242; Behrens 1923, p. 55). The size of the fund held to exchange for worn and defaced bills increased significantly relative to the previous act, most likely as a result of how frequently such exchanges took place under the 1770 Act.

Having a separate reserve for contingency expenditures meant that the Maryland government would not have to tax their citizens to retrieve the bills needed to pay those expenses. Thus, the legislature could avoid creating separate taxes, such as that needed to repair the Stadt House as was the case in the 1770 Act. They could do this in part because the structure of the 1770 emission yielded funds at redemption in excess of what was needed to redeem the bills outstanding at that date. In effect, the legislature was extracting some of that forecasted surplus at redemption in the 1774 Act for spending now by using some bills for direct spending rather than for loaning out (and then re-loaning the interest earned).

The second unique element in the 1774 Act was a more equitable distribution of the bills
available to be loaned out. The 1770 Act had placed caps on how much could be lent to a single borrower. Nothing, however, prevented a single county from borrowing all of the new bills. To spread the new paper money across the province, the 1774 Act, besides maintaining the individual borrowing caps from the 1770 Act, included a provision that capped the amount of bills that could be lent to the inhabitants of each county in the colony.\(^6\) The caps stayed in place for the first two months of the emission, the period of time based on data from the previous emission over which most, if not all, of the bills would be lent out. Each county’s cap was set at a different amount, appearing to be done on the basis of population, so that the bills “may be distributed as equally and diffused as generally throughout the Province as may be” (*Archives of Maryland*, v. 64, p. 245).

The final unique element in the 1774 Act involved a provision regarding the conditional relending of bills received in payment. In the previous act, nothing prevented the commissioners from relending bills at any time up until the last year the bills were supposed to circulate. However, the 1774 Act included a special rule regarding relending. If the exchange rate between Spanish silver dollars and pounds sterling was above par (if a silver dollar received more than four shillings and six pence sterling in the marketplace), no more bills of credit were to be re-loaned out of the office until that exchange rate matched or fell below that par rate (*Archives of Maryland*, v. 64, p. 250). The purpose of this rule is not well articulated in the literature. It did not control the value of Maryland’s bills of credit, as the governing exchange rate in the rule was not between Maryland’s bills of credit and specie but between one silver money (Spanish dollars) and another silver money (pounds sterling).

The rule appears to be an effort to prevent a fall in the real asset present value of

---

\(^6\) County quotas had become a standard feature of some other colony’s loan-office emissions of paper money earlier in the century, such as in New Jersey (Grubb 2013).
current bills outstanding caused by an expected adverse currency conversion movement at redemption. The bills were denominated in Spanish silver dollars and were to be so redeemed at that face value at their legislatively designated redemption date. The act of redemption, however, used funds that were denominated in pounds sterling silver money. The Maryland legislature had sent the conversion of one silver money into another silver money for the purpose of redemption and printed that rate on the face of the bills (Newman 2008, pp. 171-3).

If the market rate of silver dollars to pounds sterling rose, then at the redemption conversion rate printed on Maryland’s bills, the holder would be given pound sterling that would now be worth less than the silver dollar face value of the bill. Expecting a less than face value redemption of the bills due to this adverse movement in the currency conversion between these two silver monies, bill holders would reduce their estimated real asset present value of current bills and so reduce the bill’s current market value. The special rule in the 1774 Act, therefore, was designed to prevent the commissioners from making new loans of paper money when the bills were losing value in the marketplace. This was not because the bills were depreciating due to some problem with the bills themselves, such as due to over issue, but because of adverse movements in the market exchange rates between different silver monies. Maryland’s legislature did not want their subjects to erroneously associate a fall in the present value of the bills with an increase in the emission of bills, and so be confused over what was driving the current market value of the bills in terms of their real asset present value at redemption. All three unique elements in the 1774 Act, the special relending rule, the effort to spread the bills more evenly throughout the province, and the shifting of net earnings at redemption into a contingency fund for current use were all examples of Maryland’s legislature learning from previous emissions and adapting their monetary system to enhance its performance and better meet their colony’s needs.
At the end of the 1774 emission, the commissioners still held the same tasks before them as with the previous emission. First, they were to stop emitting and relending bills at the beginning of the final year of the emission span, i.e. on 10 April 1785. The principal payments on the loans were called in from April 10th to October 10th, and from 10 October 1785 to 10 April 1786, any bills of credit still outstanding could be redeemed for bills of exchange payable at the usual rate of four shillings and six pence pounds sterling per Spanish silver dollar printed on the face of each bill \( (Archives\ of\ Maryland,\ v.\ 64,\ p.\ 249)\).

\textit{f. The Third Non-Legal-Tender Emission (1774): Quantitative Analysis}

In planning the emissions in the 1774 Act, the legislature set up a multi-part emission system. While some of the bills were nearly guaranteed to be emitted as the result of loans, the money for unassigned contingency expenses was unlikely to be spent in the first year of the emission. When the bills printed for contingency expenses were actually emitted into circulation is difficult to determine. The execution of the 1774 Act, along with the recordkeeping to accompany it, was much less precise than in previous years. The committee to inspect the loan office stated that, “by Reason of a multiplicity of Business now transacting in said Office and the want of Time your Committee have not been able this Session to Examine the Accounts of said Office” \( (Archives\ of\ Maryland,\ v.\ 64,\ p.\ 300)\). Unfortunately, this legislative session would be the last traditional session before the legislature resolved themselves into the first of many conventions designed specifically to manage the war effort. As such, estimating the amount of bills actually emitted during 1774 and 1775 is less exact than for the previous years.

On this basis, it is fair to assume that all $266,666.67 in the 1774 Act designated to be emitted as loans were in fact emitted in 1774, just as the full amount of the 1770 emission was lent out within the first year. Both acts relied upon the same land bank structure. Additionally,
the planned portion of the contingency expenses that were necessary to be paid in 1774 and 1775 for the bills to be emitted, as they were the salaries for the workers who executed the act, can be assumed to have been emitted in these years. Table 3 shows the actual application of the 1774 Act in terms of the flow of emissions over the first two years as it likely worked.

Out of the $80,000 designated to pay contingency expenses, Table 3 counts only $4,000 as being spent in 1774-5. The rest consisted of $58,450 of unassigned contingency expense reserves. There is no evidence that these reserves were released for spending before 1776, and so they are not included in Table 3. The other assigned contingency funds were $2,670 for post-1775 clerk salaries, $6,880 for post-1775 commissioner salaries, and $8,000 for repairing the Fort Cumberland road. Again, these sums are not included in Table 3 because there is no evidence that they were released and emitted into circulation pre-1776.

Once again, the actual emissions for the 1774 Act estimated in Table 3 conflicts with that reported in the Historical Statistics of the U.S. (Carter 2006, v. 5, p. 693; Price 1977, p. 8). While $480,000 in bills of credit were printed, only $266,666.67 were designated for initial emission, and $80,000 were set aside solely for contingency expenses. The last $133,333.33 were to be used for exchanging torn and defaced bills for new bills, meaning that the cap on the emission was a maximum of $346,666.67, not the $480,000 which were printed and reported as emitted in the Historical Statistics of the U.S. One-for-one swaps of worn and ragged bills for new bills do not increase emissions or count toward the amount of bills outstanding or in circulation. While Ernst (1973, p. 369) and Greene and Jellison (1961, p. 494) get the maximum authorization correct, reporting a rounded authorization of $347,000 and $346,667, respectively, they do not report the amounts of this authorization that were actually emitted and outstanding over time.
### Table 3.  **Planned and Actual Emissions under the 1774 Paper Money Act, 1774-1775**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Loans</th>
<th>Commissioner Salaries</th>
<th>Clerk Salary</th>
<th>Printer Salary</th>
<th>1774 Bills Outstanding</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1774</td>
<td>$266,666.67</td>
<td>$1,040</td>
<td>$350</td>
<td>$1,500</td>
<td>$269,556.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1775</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>310</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>270,666.67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Sources: See the text.*

g. **Total Bills Outstanding Each Year, 1767-1775, and Their Redemption Funding to 1786**

Total bills outstanding and in circulation in any given year is the aggregate of those from the three paper money acts, namely the 1767, 1770, and 1774 Acts, that were in circulation each year. This aggregation, in face value, from 1767 to 1775 is presented in Table 4. Overall, the reconstruction of the data of Maryland’s emissions of paper money shows that prior estimates in the literature are too high, based on what is reported in the *Historical Statistics of the U.S.* (Carter 2006, v. 5, p. 693; Price 1977, p. 8). From 1767 through 1769, the prior literature overstates the amount of bills in circulation by 11 to 12 percent, and from 1774 through 1775 by 33 percent. Thus, Table 4, and the prior analysis that comprises its construction, is a valuable corrective to the literature and a net new addition to scholarship in its own right.7

Table 5 provides an assessment of the redemption plans for the three non-legal-tender paper money acts. These are forecasted ideal values, as the numbers rest not only on the legislated plan for redemption, but on assumptions about realized actions between emission and redemption. The construction in Table 5 assumes that no one expected the Revolution, and that the expected dividend rate for the monies invested in the sinking fund stayed at 5 percent. It also assumes that each Act’s emissions were carried out as legislated, and eventually to the maximum

---

7 Ernst (1973, pp. 168, 369) only reports bills outstanding for the years 1767, being $145,000, and 1770, being $500,000. His estimates are off by only 9.1 and 7.2 percent, respectively, compared with Table 4.
Table 4. Maryland Bills of Credit Outstanding Each Year, 1767-1775

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1767</td>
<td>$156,267.00</td>
<td>$156,267.00</td>
<td>$173,700.00</td>
<td>$173,700.00</td>
<td>11.16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1768</td>
<td>156,267.00</td>
<td>156,267.00</td>
<td>173,700.00</td>
<td>173,700.00</td>
<td>11.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1769</td>
<td>154,802.61</td>
<td>154,802.61</td>
<td>173,700.00</td>
<td>173,700.00</td>
<td>12.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1770</td>
<td>158,214.62</td>
<td>$300,000.00</td>
<td>458,214.62</td>
<td>491,700.00</td>
<td>7.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1771</td>
<td>158,214.62</td>
<td>300,000.00</td>
<td>458,214.62</td>
<td>491,700.00</td>
<td>7.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1772</td>
<td>158,214.62</td>
<td>300,000.00</td>
<td>458,214.62</td>
<td>491,700.00</td>
<td>7.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1773</td>
<td>160,094.02</td>
<td>300,000.00</td>
<td>460,094.02</td>
<td>491,700.00</td>
<td>6.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1774</td>
<td>160,094.02</td>
<td>300,000.00</td>
<td>$269,556.67</td>
<td>729,650.69</td>
<td>33.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1775</td>
<td>160,094.02</td>
<td>300,000.00</td>
<td>270,666.67</td>
<td>730,760.69</td>
<td>32.97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: Tables 1, 2, and 3; Carter (2006, v. 5, p. 693); Price (1977, p. 8).
Notes: Excludes new emissions for the year 1775, see fn. 12. Bracketed numbers, e.g. M1, count the non-legal-tender emissions, namely the face value of individual paper money supplies from each separate emission’s Act. MT = total bills outstanding in face value each year, i.e. the total Maryland paper money supply currently in circulation.

amount authorized to be emitted and allowed to be re-loaned by their respective redemption dates. It also assumes that loans and interest were paid as planned, or their defaulted amounts were made up by the timely confiscation of the defaulter’s property. In addition, for easy comparability, all values in Table 5 are converted into Spanish silver dollars at the par or maturity redemption rate set for Maryland bills of credit, namely $4.4444 = 1£s.

Table 5 shows that the planned redemption structures legislated, with reasonably forecasted outcomes from the perspective of 1767-1774, and setting aside the Revolution, were sound. Redemption at face value as promised in the 1767, 1770, and 1774 Acts was easily achievable. As such, a priori, subjects should have attached no default risk to these bills of credit. This conclusion is important for the modeling analysis that follows, as the size of the default risk discount attached to the bills cannot be independently measured. Assuming it is close to zero improves the interpretive power of the model and the empirical analysis that follows.
### Table 5. Forecasted Ideal Redemption Plans for the 1767, 1770, and 1774 Emissions, 1766-1787

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>THE SINKING FUND</th>
<th>THE 1770 EMISSION</th>
<th>THE 1774 EMISSION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total Amount in the Fund</td>
<td>5% Annual Dividend Additions</td>
<td>Funds Withdrawn, Redemptions, and Additions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$</td>
<td>$</td>
<td>$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1766</td>
<td>159,998</td>
<td>8,000</td>
<td>-44,444</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1767</td>
<td>167,998</td>
<td>8,400</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1768</td>
<td>176,398</td>
<td>8,820</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1769</td>
<td>185,218</td>
<td>7,039</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1770</td>
<td>147,813</td>
<td>7,391</td>
<td>(for use of Province)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1771</td>
<td>155,204</td>
<td>7,760</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1772</td>
<td>162,964</td>
<td>8,148</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1773</td>
<td>171,112</td>
<td>8,556</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1774</td>
<td>179,667</td>
<td>8,983</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1775</td>
<td>188,651</td>
<td>9,433</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1776</td>
<td>198,087</td>
<td>9,904</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1777</td>
<td>207,988</td>
<td>10,399</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1778</td>
<td>218,387</td>
<td>10,919</td>
<td>-173,733b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1779</td>
<td>44,654</td>
<td>2,779</td>
<td>(1767 Emission Redemption)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1780</td>
<td>55,573</td>
<td>2,918</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1781</td>
<td>58,352</td>
<td>3,063</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1782</td>
<td>241,579</td>
<td>12,079</td>
<td>+180,310c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1783</td>
<td>253,658</td>
<td>12,683</td>
<td>(Excess from 1770 Emission Redemption)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1784</td>
<td>266,341</td>
<td>13,317</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1785</td>
<td>279,658</td>
<td>13,983</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1786</td>
<td>311,926</td>
<td>15,596</td>
<td>+18,285d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1787</td>
<td>327,522</td>
<td>16,376</td>
<td>(Excess from 1774 Emission Redemption)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Sources:** See the text and Tables 1, 2, 3, and 4; *Archives of Maryland* (v. 14, pp. 254-5, 390; v. 59, 183-4; v. 61, p. ci; v. 63, p. 35); Price (1977, p. 7).

**Notes:** The maximum number of bills that could be emitted under each emission act are assumed to have been eventually emitted and outstanding at the required redemption date set by the bill’s respective legislative act. All values are face values and converted to Spanish silver dollars at the face value redemption rate set by the Maryland legislature, namely $4.4444 = 1£.

- a Interest earnings diverted to funding the Seminary of Learning (*Archives of Maryland*, v. 63, p. 35).
- b Redemption was executed at the end of 1778.
- c Loans were called in during 1781, but redemption went into early 1782.
- d Loans were called in during 1785, but redemption went into early 1786.

The 1767 bills were to be redeemed from the sinking fund. The sinking fund grew at an expected annual rate of 5 percent from re-invested dividends. No new tax revenues were added to the sinking fund in this period. Table 5 shows that this growth rate from the initial level of the fund in 1766 was enough to fully redeem all 1767 bills at their maximum authorized amount at
the rate promised, even after the Maryland legislature withdrew money from the sinking fund in 1769. After redemption in 1778, the fund was expected to still have a balance of $44,654.

The 1770 and 1774 Acts were designed to redeem themselves through the cancellation of loan principal at their respective redemption dates (loan principal payoff dates). Table 5 assumes that all annual interest payments were made in the respective Act’s bills of credit, which were then re-loaned as the Acts required. This relending increased the loan principal outstanding beyond the amount of bills in each Act designated for lending out through the land bank. The exception is for the first four years of interest under the 1774 Act, which is assumed to have been designated to fund the Seminary of Learning. This kept the bills in circulation but did not add to the outstanding loan principal in these years. Table 5 shows that the relending process in the 1770 and 1774 Acts yielded more principal and interest to be called in than there were bills to be redeemed. Thus, both Acts more than redeemed themselves. The excess funds, which would have been paid in specie, are assumed to have been added to the sinking fund.

Under the assumptions made, in the year after the last redemption of these paper bills (1787), the Maryland government would have a net positive fund of $327,522 at its disposal. The values in Table 5 are a worst case scenario regarding the prospects of successful redemption, again ignoring the Revolution. The numbers assume the maximum amount of bills in circulation. In addition, if some annual loan interest in the 1770 and 1774 Acts was paid in specie rather than bills, and so could not be re-loaned, that would make redemption more certain. While the loan principal outstanding would not have grown as much as shown in Table 5, assuming the specie received in interest payments was placed in the sinking fund means that fund would have grown by an even greater amount, at a 5 percent dividend rate versus a 4 percent loan interest rate, than the loan principal over time. Under such an outcome there would have been an even greater total
fund, sinking fund plus loan principal called in, for redemption at the respective redemption dates than shown in Table 5. No matter how you slice it, redemption as promised was likely forecasted by subjects as certain, again ignoring the possibility of Revolution.

Estimating the Liquidity Premium to Maryland’s Non-Legal-Tender Bills of Credit

Did these non-legal-tender bills function as “money,” as opposed to just being tradable bonds? To determine this, a model is presented for measuring the liquidity premium of these bills. Liquidity is the measure of how quickly an asset can be turned into real money (specie). When a debt instrument, with future contractual real money cash flows, trades at a value above the discounted present value of those cash flows, it is being traded at a premium. If Maryland’s post-1764 bills traded at a premium, then this liquidity premium measures the bills’ “moneyness” value—their value beyond that as just tradable bonds because the bills were being used as the preferred medium of exchange. After discussing the model, the construction of the data needed to make the model operational is presented.

a. The Model

The market exchange value (MEV) of Maryland’s bills of credit is decomposed into its component parts. MEV equals its expected asset present value (APV), i.e. its value as just another non-money real barter asset, minus a risk discount (RD) that captures any expected default risk connected with these bills, plus its liquidity premium (LP) that encompasses its “moneyness” value, i.e. its extra value as a transacting medium, see equation (1). Positive values for LP measure the willingness of the public to pay a premium above the bills’ expected real asset present value because it serves as a more convenient transacting medium than the next

---

8 This decomposition is consistent with the model of paper money laid out by Benjamin Franklin in a tract written in Philadelphia in 1729 (Labaree 1959, v. 1, p. 153), by Gouverneur Morris in a tract written in Philadelphia in 1778 (Barlow 2012, pp. 73-6), and by James Madison in a tract written in 1779 (Hutchinson and Rachal 1962, v. 1, pp. 305-6). As such, it can be considered consistent with how colonial contemporaries thought about their paper money.
best barter alternative. A positive LP means the bills have some fiat currency attributes. The extent that colonial paper money functioned as a real asset money \((\text{APV/MEV})_t\) versus as a fiat currency \((\text{LP/MEV})_t\) is disentangled by the decomposition exercise in equation (1).

\[
(1) \quad \text{MEV}_t = (\text{APV} - \text{RD})_t + \text{LP}_t
\]

For a pure fiat currency, by definition, \(\text{MEV} \approx \text{LP}\) and its \(\text{APV} \approx 0\). Whereas, for a pure outside real commodity, or real asset, money produced in an open-access competitive market, such as specie in the form of bullion or plate in the eighteenth-century transatlantic economy, arbitrage yields \(\text{MEV} \approx \text{APV}\), leaving its \(\text{LP} \approx 0\) in long-run equilibrium. Somewhere between these pure cases resides the local paper monies used by colonial societies. If the long-run development of a society is thought of as transitioning from a pure commodity toward a pure fiat money, measuring where that society’s money is on that evolutionary spectrum informs us about the level of that society’s development and the state of its monetary institutions (Redish 1993).

The approach in equation (1) is applicable to under-monetized colonial economies dominated by open external trade under a periphery-versus-core political economy trading structure (Grubb 2012b). Thus, besides the American colonies, it may prove useful for studying the monetary regimes of other under-monetized, developing, and colonially constrained economies.

Empirical measurement is the difficult aspect of applying this approach. While MEV can be measured using data on the bills’ exchange rates to real money, RD and LP cannot be independently measured. In addition, APV does not have an obvious data construct. Conceptually, APV is a counterfactual value, namely the value of the bill when not used as a money. Given that the bills were used as money, constructing this counterfactual and disentangling it from MEV requires some effort.

---

9 Rousseau (2006) argues that even with paper money the colonies remained under-monetized.
Fortunately, as shown above, Maryland’s bills were structured as zero-coupon bonds, similar to today’s U.S. savings bonds, except they were transferable. Given expected maturity dates, payoff values, and an appropriate interest rate, the APV of these bills as non-money tradable debt instruments can be calculated independent of their MEV as a simple rational bond pricing exercise. Unfortunately, no time-series of market generated interest rates for any class of assets currently exists for colonial America. Thus, some clever empirical analysis must be employed to make the decomposition exercise in equation (1) operational. Two different methods are employed here.

The first method assumes that \( \text{LP} = 0 \) so that MEV measures the spot market value of these bills as non-money bonds. Given the expected redemption structure of the bills, the interest rate \( (r^*) \) that makes \( \text{MEV}_t = [\text{APV} - \text{RD}]_t \) is calculated. If in fact \( \text{LP} = 0 \), then \( r^* \) represents the first time-series of market generated interest rates created for any class of assets in colonial America. If \( r^* \) is within the normal range of interest rates mentioned in the colonial literature, then the proposition that the bills are simply barter assets with no special “moneyness” value or fiat currency attributes cannot be rejected. If \( r^* \) is relatively high, then nothing changes from the above conclusion except that now \( \text{RD} > 0 \), namely the bills are also relatively risky non-money bonds. If, however, \( r^* \) is relatively low, then the proposition that \( \text{RD} \approx 0 \) and \( \text{LP} > 0 \), namely that the bills have some “moneyness” value and are functioning to some degree as a fiat currency, cannot be rejected. The extent that \( r^* \) is outside the normal range measures the extent that \( \text{RD} > 0 \) when \( r^* \) is relatively high, and the extent that \( \text{LP} > 0 \) when \( r^* \) is relatively low.

The second method takes a range of long-run normal interest rates \( (r) \) gleaned from the colonial literature and assumes they hold for assessing the present value of assets net of default risk. These interest rates are used to calculate the APV of Maryland’s bills of credit independent
of their MEV. Moving the variables that can be independently measured to the left-hand side and
the variables that cannot be independently measured to the right-hand side yields equation (2).

\[(MEV - APV)_t = (LP - RD)_t\]

In terms of proportions, the ratio \((APV/MEV)_t\) measures how much of MEV is accounted
for by APV with the residual share being accounted for by \((LP - RD)_t\). The gap between MEV
and APV, under certainty of redemption at face value on time as legislated, i.e. given \(RD \approx 0\),
measures the existence and size of the LP of Maryland’s paper money. Finding \(LP > 0\) in this
second method is the same as finding a below normal \(r^*\) in the first method.

One reason for applying this second method to colonial Maryland is that, a priori, that
colony’s paper money should experience no RD. Maryland had established a track record of
redeeming its bills at face value on time as legislatively promised. It also maintained a sinking
fund of real assets with more than sufficient funds to redeem the bills as legislatively promised
(Behrens 1923, Smith 1985). Setting aside forecasted risks associated with the future Revolution,
there was little default risk to holding Maryland bills of credit. Therefore, the present value of a
bill, unadjusted for expected default risk, should capture all its non-money real asset present
value. Because RD is expected to be minimal, equation (2) primarily measures LP.

\(b. The\ Data\)

To make the model operational, data on MEV, APV, and \(r^*\) for 1767 through 1775 are
constructed. MEV is constructed using the exchange rates between Maryland paper currency and
pounds sterling—pounds sterling being a silver or real money. These exchange rates are reported
as so many Maryland paper bills measured in terms of “Maryland hard currency pounds” needed
to purchase one pound sterling in the form of a bill of exchange payable in London. Maryland’s
bills of credit in this period, however, were denominated in Spanish silver dollars and referred to
as paper currency (Newman 2008, pp. 171-3). According to McCusker (1978, p. 194), the exchange rate between Maryland paper currency and Maryland hard currency was 1 to 1.25. The second column in Table 6 uses this conversion rate to calculate a preliminary version of MEV, expressed as a percentage of face value, namely 125 is divided by the exchange rates reported in McCusker (1978, p. 199).

This preliminary version of MEV is refined to account for additional costs. The exchange rates reported are for bills of credit converted into bills of exchange and then shipped to London where they were liquidated into pounds sterling or their specie equivalent. Considerable transaction costs, in terms of time and money, must be taken into account to get a spot market exchange rate to specie in Maryland. These transaction costs are estimated to be about 7.09 percent of the face value of the bills of credit (Grubb 2014). As such, the effective “on the spot in Maryland” par or face value exchange rate between Maryland paper currency and Maryland hard currency is 1 to 1.1614. The third column in Table 6 uses this adjusted conversion rate to calculate the final version of MEV, expressed as a percentage of the bill’s face value, namely 116.14 is divided by the exchange rates reported in McCusker (1978, p. 199).

To measure the bills’ APV, given their redemption (maturity) structures, a present value calculation must be performed. As discussed above, Maryland set the redemption for each non-legal-tender emission to be 12 years after its initial emission year (11 years for the 1767 emission). No redemption would take place before the period designated for the redemption of

10 See Grubb (2014). The Boston Evening Post, 25 October 1773, estimated the cost of shipping specie between the colonies and London at 6 percent, which was comprised of 2.5 percent for insurance and brokerage, 2.5 percent commissions, and 1 percent for freight (Brock 1992, pp. 74, 124). Adding the opportunity cost of time, i.e. time-discounting, to his 6 percent raises that cost to approximately the rate estimated in Grubb (2014) of 7.09 percent.

11 See also Price (1977, p. 8). Most colonies had long prorated redemption windows, such as 1/12 of a given emission redeemed each year over a 12 year period (Grubb 2012a). By contrast, Maryland used an emission specific one-year redemption point per major emission. The exception being two one-year redemption points for the 1733 emission, i.e. one-third redeemed in 1748 and two-thirds redeemed in 1764 (Behrens 1923; Brock 1975, pp. 99-106; Smith 1985, pp. 1,199-1,208).
Table 6. MEV, APV, and $r^*$ Data Estimates, 1767-1775

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Unadjusted Exchange Rate as a Percentage of Face Value</th>
<th>MEV</th>
<th>$r^*$</th>
<th>APV$_4$ at 4%</th>
<th>APV$_6$ at 6%</th>
<th>APV$_8$ at 8%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1767</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1768</td>
<td>75.95</td>
<td>70.56</td>
<td>3.17</td>
<td>64.40</td>
<td>51.69</td>
<td>41.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1769</td>
<td>75.79</td>
<td>70.42</td>
<td>3.51</td>
<td>67.03</td>
<td>54.88</td>
<td>44.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1770</td>
<td>77.79</td>
<td>72.28</td>
<td>3.61</td>
<td>69.77</td>
<td>58.27</td>
<td>48.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1771</td>
<td>82.77</td>
<td>76.90</td>
<td>2.48</td>
<td>65.59</td>
<td>53.23</td>
<td>43.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1772</td>
<td>77.24</td>
<td>71.76</td>
<td>3.47</td>
<td>68.26</td>
<td>56.53</td>
<td>46.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1773</td>
<td>78.80</td>
<td>73.21</td>
<td>3.65</td>
<td>71.05</td>
<td>60.02</td>
<td>50.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1774</td>
<td>75.70</td>
<td>70.33</td>
<td>4.68</td>
<td>73.98</td>
<td>63.78</td>
<td>55.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1775</td>
<td>74.81</td>
<td>69.50</td>
<td>4.33</td>
<td>71.41</td>
<td>60.68</td>
<td>51.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yearly Average</td>
<td>77.63</td>
<td>72.12</td>
<td>3.66</td>
<td>69.53</td>
<td>58.17</td>
<td>48.77</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: See the text and Grubb (2014); McCusker (1978, pp. 194, 199).
Notes: New paper money emissions in 1775 are not incorporated. See fn. 12.

the bills for each respective emission. Given that new emissions occurred before the redemption of prior emissions, bills from different emissions were outstanding at the same time. Because the bills were dated (Newman 2008, pp. 171-3), the public knew when each bill would be redeemed.

The exchange rate evidence used to construct MEV, however, does not distinguish between bills of different emissions. Therefore, the APV for a given year is taken as that for the representative bill outstanding, i.e. for a random draw of bills, for that year. Given the staggered and overlapping emission-redemption structure, a weighted average of the three emissions (1767, 1770, and 1774) and their respective redemption dates, are used to calculate the APV of this representative bill for each year from 1767 through 1775.\(^{12}\)

Present value calculations require an interest rate ($r$). Appropriate market generated data

---

\(^{12}\) The new emissions for 1775 are not incorporated in any calculations in this paper. The new emissions for 1775 were not authorized until July of that year and did not go into circulation until near the end of that year. Thus, ignoring the new emissions in 1775 for calculating the values for 1775 in this paper is appropriate. See Behrens (1923, pp. 59-60); Newman (2008, pp. 174-5).
on \( r \) for doing present value calculations are lacking. Two methods are used to overcome this lack of data. First, under the assumption that \( LP = 0 \), an imputed \( r^* \) is calculated, namely the interest rate that makes \( MEV_t = APV_t \). This calculation entails selecting \( r^* \) such that \( MEV_t = \sum_{i=1}^{3} (M_{it} / MT_t)e^{-r^*(RY_i - t)} \), where \( i \) is the sequence of the three non-legal-tender emissions (1767, 1770, 1774, respectively), \( t \) is the specific year in question, \( M \) is the amount of bills currently outstanding at face value from each emission, \( MT = \) total bills currently outstanding from all three emissions combined at face value, and \( RY = \) the designated redemption year. Table 6 reports the \( r^* \) for each year that satisfies this equation.

Second, given the long-run interest rates considered normal in the colonial literature, the counterfactual expected \( APV \) of a representative Maryland bill currently outstanding as just a non-money tradable bond net of default risk, expressed as a percentage of its face value, is calculated, i.e. \( APV_t = \sum_{i=1}^{3} (M_{it} / MT_t)e^{-r^*(RY_i - t)} \), where \( r \) is the long-run interest rate or opportunity cost of capital. The long-run interest rate considered to be “normal” was around 6 percent. Given uncertainty over the exact rate, a range of interest rates, namely 4, 6, and 8 percent or 2 percentage points on either side of the normal 6 percent rate, are used. The \( APV \) for these three rates are reported in Table 6. The loans of paper money in the 1770 and 1774 Acts were at 4 percent, so rates could not be below that rate in equilibrium and still have positive

loans taken out by rational borrowers.

**Evaluating the Liquidity Premium to Maryland’s Non-Legal-Tender Bills of Credit**

*a. Imputed \( r^* \) for MEV = APV with LP = 0*

Table 6 reports \( r^* \) for 1767 through 1775. In all years, this rate is below, and sometimes considerably below, what is commonly taken as the normal market interest rate, or opportunity cost of capital, in colonial America. Therefore, the proposition that \( RD \approx 0 \) and \( LP > 0 \), namely that Maryland’s non-legal-tender bills had some “moneyness” value and were functioning to some degree as a fiat currency, cannot be rejected.

These below-normal \( r^* \) rates do not represent the market interest rate being driven down by the emission of Maryland paper money. After 1770, the emission of Maryland paper money was largely through a land-bank mechanism where subjects borrowed paper money from the colonial treasury at 4 percent interest. It would be irrational for subjects to continue borrowing new paper money to put into circulation at 4 percent when the market rate was at or below 4 percent. Finally, no contemporary writer, or any other evidence, indicates that market interest rates were as low as \( r^* \) in these years. Therefore, the below-normal \( r^* \) rates represent something other than a relatively low opportunity cost of capital driven by the emission of paper money. In other words, the proposition that \( LP > 0 \) cannot be rejected. The relative size and determinants of this LP will be addressed in the following sections.

Because \( r^* \) is not measuring the true opportunity costs of capital, but instead is reflecting \( LP > 0 \), it cannot be used to calculate present values. Thus, the second method that uses the range of normal market interest rates in the colonial economy will be used to calculate APV. The outcome of this second method is used throughout the rest of the paper. The gap between MEV and APV found in the second method has the same interpretation as below-normal \( r^* \) values in
the first method, namely below-normal \( r^* \) values are the same as \((L - R) > 0\).

**b. Tracking the Levels of MEV and APV of Maryland’s Non-Legal-Tender Paper Money**

Using the data in Table 6, Figure 1 compares the levels over time of MEV and APV, as a percentage of face value, when APV is discounted at 4, 6, and 8 percent. For the entire period from 1767 through 1775, using the best-guess 6 percent discount rate, APV accounts for 81 percent of MEV, leaving \((L - R)\) to account for 19 percent of MEV.\(^{14}\) While the value of Maryland’s non-legal-tender bills of credit was primarily due to their value as non-money tradable real-asset bonds, they did possess some LP or “moneyness” value. Some erosion in this \((MEV - APV)\) gap, however, occurred over time. Using the 6 percent discount rate, \((L - R)\) declined from 31 percent of MEV in 1770 to 13.1 percent of MEV by 1775.

One explanation of this declining \((L - R)\) after 1771 is that Maryland paper money holders feared that some of their bills would not be paid off at redemption given the rising tensions pointing toward a revolutionary break with the mother country. The sinking fund out of which the 1767 bills were to be redeemed would be in the hands of the enemy if hostilities broke out (Behrens 1923, pp. 56-8, 88-94; Price 1977, p. 8). While RD might be safely assumed to be zero before 1773 due to Maryland’s redemption track record, this assumption might not hold in the years right before the Revolution. Some positive RD in these years may account for the erosion in the positive value of \((L - R)\) as measured by the \((MEV - APV)\) gap.

In conclusion, colonial Maryland’s non-legal-tender paper money was not predominantly a fiat currency. It was overwhelmingly a real asset barter bond or real asset money. Its real asset present value explains the vast majority of its market value. Still, a sizeable portion of its value was comprised of a liquidity premium. In addition, Figure 1 shows no overall depreciation of

\(^{14}\) This percentage division of MEV between APV and \((L - R)\) is almost identical to the average division found for New Jersey’s legal tender bills of credit from 1709 through 1774 (Grubb 2014). This similarity is consistent with no value or performance difference between legal tender and non-legal-tender bills of credit.
Maryland’s paper money, depreciation here meaning a loss of asset principal as measured in present value terms. The fact that Maryland’s paper money traded below its face value, i.e. that its MEV was less than 100 percent of face or par value, does not mean that it had depreciated or that inflation had eroded its real asset value. The difference between the bills’ face value and their MEV was overwhelmingly due to time-discounting and not depreciation. The existence of an overall positive (LP - RD) indicates that the bills actually traded at an appreciated value, namely at a value above their real asset present value.

Scholars both past and present, when evaluating colonial paper monies, have largely
confused time-discounting with depreciation. This confusion springs, in part, from the erroneous assumption that colonial paper monies were fiat currencies. They simply missed the fact that these paper bills were zero-coupon bonds with their MEV closely tracking their non-money real-asset present value. This finding radically changes most of the received history of colonial monetary performance regarding the presumed inflationary tendencies of these paper monies.

**Statistical Analysis of the Determinants of the Liquidity Premium**

The LP attached to Maryland’s non-legal-tender bills of credit influenced the bills’ market value. Governor Sharpe and the Maryland legislature, when initially designing these non-legal-tender paper money emissions, hoped the bills would work as a substitute for real money. The LP attached to these bills is a measure of how far these bills acquired that property of “moneyness” beyond serving as just tradable non-money bonds. Equation (2) shows that \((\text{MEV} - \text{APV})_t = (\text{LP} - \text{RD})_t\). Thus if \(\text{RD}_t = 0\), then \((\text{MEV} - \text{APV})_t = \text{LP}_t\). The existence and determinants of LP as measured by the \((\text{MEV} - \text{APV})\) gap are explored with two statistical tests.

First, difference-in-means tests \(([\text{LP} - \text{RD}] = 0 \text{ vs. } [\text{LP} - \text{RD}] \neq 0\)\), using the 4, 6, and 8 percent discount rates, are performed. These results, reported in Table 7, are mixed. The \((\text{LP}_6 - \text{RD})\) and \((\text{LP}_8 - \text{RD})\) tests are positive and statistically significant, indicating that if the true market interest rate was 6 or 8 percent the bills contained a noticeable LP. At 4 percent, the bills do not have a statistically significant LP. However, 4 percent was the minimum rate, because it is the same rate that Maryland used to incentivize the borrowing of paper money by its subjects. Given that \((\text{LP}_6 - \text{RD})\) and \((\text{LP}_8 - \text{RD})\) are statistically significant, an additional test is performed to explore the determinants of \((\text{LP} - \text{RD})\). Table 8 reports the results of regressing \((\text{LP}_6 - \text{RD})\) and \((\text{LP}_8 - \text{RD})\) on time and the per capita face value amount of Maryland paper money outstanding. The results show that \((\text{LP} - \text{RD})\) is negatively associated with time and positively associated with
Table 7. Means Test for Liquidity Premium Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(LP₈ - RD) = 0 vs. (LP₈ - RD) ≠ 0</td>
<td>12.04</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(LP₆ - RD) = 0 vs. (LP₆ - RD) ≠ 0</td>
<td>7.94</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(LP₄ - RD) = 0 vs. (LP₄ - RD) ≠ 0</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>0.118</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

the amount of paper money outstanding per capita.

One possible explanation for the negative trend, controlling for the per capita amount of bills in circulation, lies in the nature of these bills as zero-coupon bonds. The majority of the value of the bills was in their security to deliver their face value in real money on the date of redemption. The 1767 bills as zero-coupon bonds appeared to be secure, in that they were backed by a sinking fund administered by the colony’s government held in London. In 1773, 1774, and particularly 1775, colonial sentiment regarding an imminent break with the mother country was rising. If Maryland colonists felt that the redemption of the 1767 bills via a sinking fund would not happen as promised if Maryland broke with Britain, then the current value of these bills would fall. The sinking fund, after all, would be in the hands of the enemy (Behrens 1923, pp. 56-8, 88-94; Price 1977, pp. 8, 24). This effect added some RD to the 1767 bills and so gives the appearance that the overall LP of Maryland’s paper money was shrinking.

The most interesting variable in Table 8 is the positive and statistically significant effect of amounts of paper money per capita in circulation on (LP - RD). Placing more paper money in circulation increased the strain on executing redemptions as promised. As such, RD should not fall when the amounts of paper money in circulation are increased. Therefore, increases in LP, controlling for the secular trend, must account for the positive association between the amounts of paper money in circulation per capita and (LP - RD).
### Table 8. Determinants of \( r^* \) and (LP - RD) at 6 and 8 Percent Discount Rates

\[
\begin{align*}
(LP_8 - RD) & = 76.3^{***} + 0.0824 \text{MT/Pop}^{**} - 0.0430 \text{Year}^{***} \\
(15.1) & (0.0238) & (0.0085) \\
N = 9, \text{Adjusted } R^2 = .80, F = 17.34^{***}, \text{Durbin-Watson Statistic} = 1.8722^{**} \\
(LP_6 - RD) & = 69.5^{***} + 0.0774 \text{MT/Pop}^{**} - 0.0393 \text{Year}^{***} \\
(14.9) & (0.0236) & (0.0085) \\
N = 9, \text{Adjusted } R^2 = .77, F = 14.01^{***}, \text{Durbin-Watson Statistic} = 1.9382^{**} \\
r^* & = -816.5^{***} - 0.9393 \text{MT/Pop}^{**} + 0.4641 \text{Year}^{***} \\
(221.0) & (0.3491) & (0.1252) \\
N = 9, \text{Adjusted } R^2 = 65.5, F = 8.58^{**}, \text{Durbin-Watson Statistic} = 1.8271^{**} 
\end{align*}
\]

**Sources:** Tables 5 and 6. The Maryland population (Pop) is taken from Carter (2006, v. 5, p. 652), with linear interpolation used to find data for years between decades.

**Notes:** MT = Maryland bills of credit currently outstanding measured at face value. From equation (2), \([\text{MEV} - \text{APV}_6] = [LP_6 - RD] \) and \([\text{MEV} - \text{APV}_8] = [LP_8 - RD] \). See the text for the construction of \( r^* \). Standard error terms are in parentheses. The null of hypothesis of no serial correlation cannot be rejected at the 5 percent level. Minitab Version 15 was used to run all regressions and generate all test statistics.

*** indicates statistical significance above the 0.01 level.

** indicates statistical significance above the 0.05 level.

The more paper money in circulation per capita, the more that paper money gained the quality of “moneyness” for which people were willing to pay. More paper money in circulation per capita increased its familiarity and ubiquitous usage, which in turn led the public to increasingly treat this money less as a pure barter asset and more like a fiat currency. This process was accomplished by the public increasingly not time-discounting these bills when used in trade as much as would be required if they were just non-money bonds, other things equal.

Table 8 also reports the determinants of \( r^* \), where \( r^* \) is regressed against the same independent variables as was (LP - RD). By construction, \( \Delta(LP - RD) = -a \Delta r^* \), where \( a > 0 \). Therefore, the results should be comparable when replacing (LP - RD) with \( r^* \), except that the signs on the coefficients of the independent variables should be reversed. Table 8 confirms this outcome. The results for \( r^* \) and (LP - RD) corroborate each other. The \( r^* \) regression also aids in interpreting the process of adjustment. As more bills per capita were put into circulation,
controlling for the secular trend, subjects reduced the rate ($r^*$) at which they time-discounted these bills, because these bills were serving more and more as a preferable medium of exchange compared with their next best barter alternative. Adding this medium-of-exchange use value to the bills’ non-money real-asset bond value meant that subjects did not have to discount the bills as much to determine their present value compared with how much they would have to discount the bills if they were just non-money real-asset bonds.

From the beginning, Maryland’s goal was not solely to pay off its war debts, but to create a currency-like instrument that could serve as a substitute in internal trade for its prior legal-tender paper money and for real (specie) money. The positive association between paper money per capita and the liquidity premium (negative association between paper money per capita and $r^*$) implies that further emissions would have helped the colony avoid “the Want of paper Currency” of which Governor Sharpe warned (*Archives of Maryland*, v. 14, p. 174).

One particular effort of the Maryland legislature which may have enhanced the liquidity premium was the clause in the 1774 Act which ensured equitable geographic distribution of the bills by setting county loan quotas. An equitable distribution of bills was important, because it made the bills more ubiquitous throughout the colony and so enhanced their breadth and depth of usage as a medium of exchange within the colony. If one county lacked bills (if the paper money per capita was low in that area), then those few who did manage to acquire bills might find the bill’s unfamiliarity among their neighbors reduced the bill’s “moneyness” value as a medium of exchange. Striking a balance between counties, on the basis of population, was the best way to ensure that the bills would be a familiar means of payment throughout the colony and so push the bills toward being treated more and more like a fiat currency rather than as just a real barter asset. The nature of the distribution clause in the 1774 emission, along with the sentiment that
the bills “may be distributed as equally and diffused as generally throughout the Province as may be” (Archives of Maryland, v. 64, p. 245), implies that the Maryland legislature sought to make their third non-legal-tender paper money emission more effective through the use of a geographically segmented monetary distribution to enhance the money’s familiarity and universality of usage in the colony.

The positive association between paper money per capita and the liquidity premium (negative association between paper money per capita and \( r^* \)) is also consistent with the colonies being under-monetized economies (Greene and Jellison 1961, p. 508; Rousseau 2006). Maryland’s effort to create a non-legal-tender paper currency with some fiat currency attributes out of tradable debt instruments was having some success in overcoming its under-monetized condition. Maryland’s paper money was beginning the transition from a commodity or asset money to a fiat currency. While the Revolution cut Maryland’s post-1764 non-legal-tender monetary experiment short, the evidence indicates that Maryland made progress in adapting the design of their paper money acts over these nine years, thus enhancing their success.

**Conclusions**

Creating Maryland’s paper money emissions during the years 1767-1775 was an arduous and daunting legislative process. While maneuvering through political battles, sidestepping legal constraints, and alleviating fears of a monetary collapse, the Maryland legislature’s Upper and Lower Houses came together to create three laws which emitted zero-coupon bonds known as bills of credit as non-legal-tender debt instruments. These bills were designed to take the place of the legal-tender bills Britain had sought to prevent the colonies from creating. Through the use of updated estimates of the actual amounts of paper money emitted, liquidity premium theory, and statistical analysis, it was shown that these bills did, on some level, function as a paper “money.”
The bills fulfilled their duty largely due to a series of intricate improvements to the legal framework, such as geographically segmented distribution and the use of a contingency expense reserve, made by the Maryland legislature over successive emission acts.

From 1767 through 1775 Maryland emitted substantially less paper money than previously thought. The corrections provided here to the overestimates in the prior literature are an important contribution in their own right. Overall, Maryland’s paper money in these years was primarily a real asset or commodity money and not a fiat currency. Just over 80 percent of its market value was accounted for by its expected real asset present value. Just under 20 percent was accounted for by its liquidity premium. As such, Maryland’s bills possessed value to some degree because they served as a money or preferred medium of exchange for local transactions in excess of the next best barter alternative. Maryland’s paper money was beginning a transition from being a commodity or real asset money toward being treated like a fiat currency. The Revolution and the consequent paper-money chaos caused by this war and its aftermath cut this transition short and brought this line of monetary experimentation to an end (Behrens 1923, pp. 56-77, 88-94; Grubb 2003, 2006; Price 1977, pp. 24-5).

The liquidity premium attached to Maryland’s bills of credit between 1767 and 1775 was positively associated with the quantity of bills per capita emitted. This association was due to how Maryland learned over time to enhance the familiarity and general usage of the bills to help mitigate the effects of being in an under-monetized economy. The liquidity premium was created through the public not discounting the bills as much as they should have if the bills were just regarded as non-money real-asset bonds.

Lastly, Maryland’s non-legal-tender paper money in this period never depreciated. It traded below face value not due to depreciation, but because it was primarily a bond with a
payoff in the future and so had to be time-discounted to assess its present value. Scholars have simply confused time-discounting for depreciation. In fact, the presence of a positive liquidity premium indicates that Maryland’s paper money in this period circulated at an appreciated value, i.e. at a value in excess of its real asset present value.
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